Satellite Dish Installation – Regulation – Mutuals 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12

As a shareholder in Mutual No. _____, my/our signature(s) below indicate that I/we have read Policy 7574.____, Satellite Dish Installation, and agree:

1. To obtain a permit from the Physical Property Department of the Golden Rain Foundation prior to having a satellite dish installed.
   a. To ensure that the licensed company complies with all Foundation and Mutual policies, rules and regulations.

2. That, if a permit is not obtained from the Physical Property Department, the Mutual has the authority and authorization to remove the satellite dish at shareholder’s expense.

3. That, in the event the installation occurred prior to May 1, 2002, the Mutual has the right to have the satellite dish removed at the shareholder’s expense, unless the shareholder hires a licensed contractor to obtain a permit from the Physical Property Department to verify installation is proper.

4. That any damage which may occur to the building or roof during installation, or during the operation of the satellite dish, is the responsibility of the shareholder and will be paid by the shareholder.

5. To have the satellite dish maintained in good condition. If it is not maintained in good condition by the shareholder, the satellite dish will be removed at the shareholder’s expense.

6. To remove the satellite dish upon the sale or transfer of unit, at my/our expense, unless the buyer signs this form.

_______________________________________________  ________________________  
Shareholder’s Signature  Date

_______________________________________________  ________________________  
Mutual President’s Approval  Date

Copy to: Shareholder, Stock Transfer Office, Physical Property Department, Mutual CFO

(Feb 18)
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Fourteen: Rescinded 02-20-18